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Exercise 11

You work for a profit maximizing health insurer which recently
understood the problem of adverse selection. Your boss asks you
what to do to increase/maintain profits in light of the adverse
selection problem. What do you answer?



E-✗c. 11

Problem of adressen Selection : attraction of high risk consumer,

→ tailor insarauce plan toward healthg people :

• bonus programs for e. g. fitness Courses
, . _

• payback part of the premium in casa no are was wend

• maybe other partial Coverage
Contract

→ make it unatoautire for chronicle ill
and unfit people

• Signing insurauce Contract online / 3rd Hear without elevator

• build office in neighborhood with high socioeconomic Status/or advertiser erspecially there
• do not Cover Certain brands of mediation for Chronic diseases



Questions about the lecture

1. Adverse Selection Slide 17: Why is it a must that in the
Rothschild-Stiglitz Model the slope of the indi↵erence curve which
shows the preferences of the consumers must be shown through
the Implicit Function Theorem?

2. Adverse Selection Slide 15: Why is the premium in the
Equilibrium for full coverage for the low type p=alpha*L?

3. Slide 15: Is it a must that in the Equilibrium there has to be a
full coverage q before we can say it is an Equilibrium?

Ü = ✗ ulW- p - U-q) L) + U-x) ulw - P)⇒ ✗ u (W-p- H-9)L) +4-Hutu-p)-a- = 0

→ p
'

(q) from Jmplicit Function Theorem

This comesponds to the insurance 's expecled cosfs
.

→ They make Zero profit due to perfect competition.

No. As you will See, low Types will get partial Coverage in equilibrium .



The Rothschild- Stiglitz Model

Starling point : Jnsuoers are aware of the adressen Selection problem (people that bug nsurauces tgpically have higher risks)

Main idea : Jnsurers Her a menu of contract (Coverage -premium pairs) that are designed in such a way that

different risk types Self -Select into the Contract designed for them

> The RS -Model analyse, how there contract are designed
in the simple cage of two possible risk types

(high + low)

The Players: Jnsurauces
, High risktypes

,
Low risk types

Jnsurauas : Want to make profits (but will make zero profit dato perfect competition assumption)

> Their zero - isoprofit - eines indicator which Contract are profitabel for them

ldependiug on the Hype buyiug the Contract)

High -1 Low risk types : Want to get the best possible
contract (higher Coverage + lower price)

→ Their iudifterence ceerves indicate which Contract they pater over other ContractS



Exercise 12

In this exercise we show that in the Rothschild-Stiglitz model only
one contract per type can be sold in equilibrium. We do this by
contradiction. Suppose this was not true, i.e. suppose there were
two contracts (p1, q1) and (p2, q2) that are bought by consumers
with high risk.

a) Draw in a coverage, premium diagram such two contracts and
the indi↵erence curve of the high risk consumers.

b) Draw the isoprofit lines of the insurers through these
contracts.

c) Find a deviation contract that yields strictly positive profit
(and is bought by some players if o↵ered).

d) Now suppose there were two contracts (p1, q1) and (p2, q2)
that are bought by consumers with low risk. Do the same as
above but be careful when arguing that the deviation contract
is strictly profitable.



F- ✗c. 12 Let's first show thatthe high risk types will not long two devant contrades
.

By con Tradition : het us asswne they de Gay too different contract.in equilibrium
.

Sauce
p

Slope at

9--1
☐
Ä•-- /( h a) indiana curve has to go through

bäh contract as instand they would
" " > ° dt "" " " "" """

p
, _Ä#€TTÄ¥*Ä as insuranas want to make

positive profits
(they would not after contract#if
it made negative profits)

1
q°

a!
"

ok 1 c) All contract in HH - area

yield positive profits for the
ihsuraua

and are presented by the high risk types

Ibecause they are beton their K)
(We do not know shethen the low risk type
would bug there Contract or not, but we

☒ know that it she bugs it, it viel
resulf in positive profits for the infurance - since

de < ✗n )
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Now assume there are two contract 1- = (p, . q, I
and B -_ (ßz , qz) that are bougkt by the low Types

in equilibrium .

Want to Show : This is impossible since those would be a profitable der iation for
in surauces

.

f Kh (high types always
prefer B over A since their

ICs are Sleeper)⇐FE¥¥¥¥⇒÷E!"E-

!
q

⇒ Jnsurances Could offen profitable deriation contract

in the red aoeat
,
so A and B being sold can not have been an equilibrium .

In condusion (Exc
.

12 a) - d) ) , wo type will bug two for more) different Contract in equilibrium
.

* As the high risk type will not pater then contract over contract B
.



Exercise 13

In the Rothschild-Stiglitz model, assume that all consumers have
the utility function u(x) = �0.5x2 + 10x , that W = 9, L = 5,
↵h = 1/2 and ↵l = 1/4.

a) Derive the isoprofit curve of an insurance company insuring a
consumer with risk ↵, i.e. if coverage is q what does the
premium have to be to achieve expected profits of ⇡̄?
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How do the profits of an insarance depeud an p and q ?

•

! -

TT = p - ✗ . E. q
q↳

Sonne profit level

⇒ p = #F- +④ q
"

PH)

⇒
isoprofitc~eskaeseopex.hn



Exercise 13 b)

Derive the consumer’s indi↵erence curve, i.e. if coverage is q what
does the premium have to be to achieve an expected utility of ū?



Exc
.

13 b) UH/ = - 0,5×2-+10✗

for the high type (✗ = E) :

Ü = I.nl?ss-Po.Y-9'.s-t--Ejya.!-ap)-ge=I(-E-l9-p-a-q)-s- 410.19-p-u.is)
+ 12 . ( - { ( 9-p)

"

+ 10.19-p))
plug in UK

/=
.-

⇐) 4 a- = 163 - Zp
-
+ 60 q - 2592 - 14p + 10pq

⇒ p =
+ ¥-5-2592+509-85--12

for the low type (✗ = &) :

ü = 14 u ( 9- p - H - g) . 5) + ¥ u (9-p)

plugin 441
=)

. . _

=) p (q) = 59¥ + ¥-25-7592+1509-32%-41
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Exercise 13 c)

Verify that the slope of the indi↵erence curve of a consumer with
higher risk is higher. Verify that the slope of the indi↵erence curve
is higher than the slope of the isoprofit curve for q < 1 and equal
for q = 1.



Ez for h
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5lopes of the indifferenz carveg
at level ü =1

h → Slope of K of

>
high type always

/ higher

l


